Unique integrated functions,
allow you to use
wordprocessing, spreadsheet
and database facilities within
the same program.
Powerful wordprocessing
capabilities suitable for
professional production of
documents including:
independent formatting of
several text columns, printer
driver editor, file linking for
large document work, sorting
of lists and tables into
alphabetical order
Powerful spreadsheet
capabilities suitable for
business planning, accounting
or forecasting including:
automatic calculation, full
range of mathematical
functions, range, list and
indexing capabilities,
consolidation of different
worksheets
Converter program to allow
you to convert existing VIEW,
ViewSheet and ViewStore files
into the VIEW PROFESSIONAL
format
Paged file system means that
overall document size is not
limited by the memory
available
Maximum spreadsheet size
(limited by memory) is 42
columns by 3700 rows.
VIEW PROFESSIONAL is
accompanied with: a clear and
comprehensive manual, reference
card and function key strip.
Coming soon VIEW
PROFESSIONAL for the
ARCHIMEDES High
Performance Computer
Systems

VIEW PROFESSIONAL FOR
THE BBC B, B+, MASTER 128
AND MASTER COMPACT

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

MASTER SERIES MICROCOMPUTER

V1EW PROFESSIONAL
Most word processors enable
you to type in text, align it into
columns, underline text or
type text in bold, and correct
mistakes as you type them.

The example below shows the corrected version of the letter displayed overleaf. All corrections have
been achieved with a few simple keystrokes.

Imagine what it would be like
if such a word processor
could also carry out proof
corrections, sorting
operations, and complex
calculations, such as those
shown below, with few
keystrokes and without
having to re- type any of the
text. With the help of VIEW
PROFESSIONAL, you will soon
be doing operations such as
these quickly and easily
without having to switch
between programs to do it.

replicated with VAT added

If you are wondering
whether you will ever need
these facilities, consider for
a moment how often you
have had to get your
calculator out in the middle
of writing a letter.

paragraphs transposed

sorted by date

Or perhaps when designing
a report you have had to
resort to scissors and glue
in order to achieve the exact
arrangement on the page
that you want. Or again,
how frequently have you
had to look up a name or
address in your address
book or filing-card index, in
order to type it into a letter?

paragraphs transposed

sorted by time

Now that you have VIEW
PROFESSIONAL you can put
away your calculator, and
filing-card index, and very
soon you will be wondering
how you ever managed
without it.

The following example shows how VIEW PROFESSIONAL enables you to calculate percentage
discounts with the use of a few simple functions.

CHOOSE I The choose
function uses the first item
in its list as an index for the
remainder of the list. Thus,
depending on the contents
of slot E9, slot E11 will
contain either 0, 5, 10 or 15.
This figure is then used by
the expression in slot E12 to
work out the total price of
the course, including any
discount.

slot F9 contains
the expression:

IF (E9<1 I
E9>10,"Invalid
Number","")
This means that if the contents_
of slot E9 (ie number of
attendees) is less than 1 or it is
greater than 10, then display
"invalid number" in slot F9,
ELSE display nothing.

In this leaflet the initials BBC refer
to the British Broadcasting
Corporation.

ACORN, ACORNSOFT,
ARCHIMEDES, MASTER, VIEW and
VIEW PROFESSIONAL are
trademarks of Acorn Computers
Limited.
VIEW PROFESSIONAL was designed
and developed by Colton Software
Limited, Cambridge.
VIEW PROFESSIONAL can be
purchased from your local dealer or

from Vector Services Limited.
Telephone 0933 79300
Product code SNB33

Acorn Computers Limited
Cambridge Technopark, 645 Newmarket Road,
Cambridge CB5 8PB

Every effort has been made to
ensure that the information in this
leaflet is true and correct at the
time of printing. However, the
products described in this leaflet
are subject to continuous
development and improvement
and Acorn Computers Limited
reserves the right to change their
specifications at any time. Acorn
Computers Limited cannot accept
liability for any loss or damage
arising from the use of any
information or particulars in this
leaflet.
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